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Abstract
This article will investigate a form of Scandinavian crime fiction known as Nordic Noir, primarily focusing on examples from Swedish and Danish television.  Firstly, it will set out and explain the genre’s major narrative and aesthetic characteristics, offering illustration from serials such as Wallander (2005-14), Forbrydelsen (2007-12) and Broen (2011- ).  It will then explain how these techniques are specifically designed in order to explore a number of moral, social and ‘philosophical’ concerns.  Finally, it will reveal how the genre has influenced recent examples of television drama found in Britain and America, focusing on Broadchurch (2013 - ), The Fall (2013 - ) and True Detective (2014 - ).  The conclusion will argue that Nordic Noir’s global influence is now helping to reinvent a new breed of miniseries, one that is uniquely suited to the requirements of the new broadcasting age.  
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Nordic Noir is best understood as a broad umbrella term which describes a particular type of Scandinavian crime fiction, typified by its heady mixture of bleak naturalism, disconsolate locations and morose detectives.  Broadly speaking, it has been described as a cross between the British Golden Age of crime writers like Dorothy L. Sayers and Agatha Christie with the American hard-boiled private detective stories of Raymond Chandler and the police procedurals of Ed McBain (see Peacock 2014: 47-54).​[1]​  It first became apparent in the 1960s with the ten-part series of novels by Maj Sjöwall and Per Wahlöö, featuring Inspector Martin Beck (see Nestingen and Arvas 2011: 2-4).  This Marxist inspired fiction introduced social criticism as an important element of the genre, a tradition that has continued to the present day with Stieg Larsson’s Millennium trilogy, now made into a series of films beginning with The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo (David Fincher, 2005).​[2]​  In particular, it is often linked to a tradition of stark social realism.  For Karsten Wind Meyhoff, the characters are not ‘heroic or morally superior’, but ‘are portrayed as ordinary men and women fighting ordinary problems in modern society’ (2011: 64).	
Aspects of Nordic Noir can now also be found on television, some are literary adaptations (such as Wallander [2005-14], based on the novels of Henning Mankell), while others like Forbrydelsen (The Killing) (2007-12), Livvagterne (The Protectors) (2008-10), Broen (The Bridge) (2011 - ) and Den som dræber (Those Who Kill) (2011 - ) were specifically written for the medium.​[3]​  These dramas are typified by a dimly lit aesthetic (hence its implicit reference to film noir) that is matched by a slow and melancholic pace, multi-layered storylines and an interest in uncovering the dark underbelly of contemporary society.  The genre has also been associated with serials that span a large number of episodes, allowing their central murder mystery to act as a catalyst around which a whole number of other storylines and themes (often of an ethical, social and political nature) can revolve.  These issues are frequently reflected in an intense sense of place, their enigmatic and barren landscapes often seen as symbolising the psychological mood of its frequently troubled detectives.  
There are numerous Scandinavian publications on Danish television and Nordic Noir (see, for example, Gunhild Agger [2012a] and Eva Jørholt [ed.] [2011]) and a recent German monograph devoted to the genre by Lea Gamula and Lothar Mikos (2014).  In terms of English language analysis, Barry Forshaw’s Death in a Cold Climate: A Guide to Scandinavian Crime Fiction (2012) and Steven Peacock’s Swedish Crime Fiction: Novel, Film, Television (2014) have recently provided excellent introductions to the field, although the space given to television in both is still relatively small.​[4]​  For small screen analysis, this journal recently published a ‘dossier’ on Danish television drama that included work by Matthias Bauer, Tobias Hochscherf & Heidi Philipsen (2013), Gunhild Agger (2013), Eva Novrup Redvall (2013a), Tobias Hochscherf and Heidi Philipsen (2013) and Pia Majbritt Jensen and Anne Marit Waade (2013).​[5]​  However, it is perhaps Redvall’s Writing and Producing Television Drama in Denmark: from ‘The Kingdom’ to ‘The Killing’ (2013b) that offers the most comprehensive English language account to date, its production based methodology giving a comprehensive overview of how Danish television is now made and produced.  




The origins of Nordic Noir on television can be traced back to the mid-1990s.  The success of Lars von Trier’s TV series The Kingdom (1994) and the Dogme 95 movement were important in terms of their international impact, boosting the confidence and aspirations of the Danish film and TV industry (see Patrick Kingsley 20012: 148-9).​[8]​  Several of DR’s top executives and producers also flew to Los Angeles during this period, visiting the sets of dramas like N.Y.P.D. Blue (1993-2005) and L.A. Law (1996-94) which introduced them to concepts such as ‘the writers’ room’, ‘the showrunner’ and ‘multi-episodic series’ (see Lauren Collins, 2013).  The lessons learned here about long-form drama were particularly crucial, demonstrating how a central enigma in a show like Murder One (1995-7) or 24 (2001 - ) could sustain an audience’s interest over a surprisingly large number of episodes.  Twin Peaks (1990-1) was clearly instrumental in first establishing this narrative formula, one of the most successful early long-form serials that integrated aspects of the whodunit with soap opera.​[9]​  Søren Sveistrup (the creator and head writer of The Killing) openly admits to the serial’s influence, but was disappointed that it avoided ever properly solving its central murder mystery (see interview with Tim Chipping 2012).​[10]​  In contrast, dramas like The Killing and The Bridge would go onto employ a similar generic hybridity but would always attempt to provide a final and satisfying resolution.    
Long-form whodunits clearly keep audiences hooked over a large number of episodes, but they also allow for a greater narrative complexity to gradually develop over time (see Glen Creeber 2004: 1-18).  This has proven to be an important concept in terms of DR’s public service remit as it can potentially allow a drama the room to add an extra ‘philosophical layer’ to its overall narrative composition (Rumle Hammerich, cited by ibid: 68).  Lasting twenty episodes, the first season of The Killing, for instance, can be broken down into three major storylines.  Firstly, there is ‘The Crime Plot’, involving the brutal rape and murder of a young girl.  Secondly, there is ‘The Political Plot’, set in motion when a local politician becomes a major suspect.  Finally, there is ‘The Family Plot’, focusing on the girl’s friends and family and their reaction to her death.  Redvall refers to this structure as ‘Double-Storytelling’ because it allows the drama to weave a number of intricate narrative strands (often dealing with ethical, social and political issues) around a single mystery (2013b: 210).​[11]​  This construction is most vividly revealed during the show’s ‘ending montage’ when a series of short sequences (from each separate storyline) are edited together, acting both as a cliff-hanger and a résumé of the drama’s complex interlocking narrative layers (see interview with Sveistrup by Neil Midgley 2012).​[12]​     
 	The complexity of ‘Double-Storytelling’ is often (although not always) intensified by having two detectives forced to work together on a single case.​[13]​  This is not a Holmes/Watson scenario (a genius detective accompanied by a less smart side-kick), but two policemen of similar rank who bring different and contrasting skills to an investigation.  Perhaps most obviously influenced by the diametrically opposed investigators in The X Files (1993-2002), they not only represent very different sides of policing but two types of moral and ethical codes.​[14]​  In the first season of The Killing, the rational, independent and methodical Sarah Lund (Sofie Gråbøl) is forced to work alongside the impulsive, macho and aggressive Jan Meyer (Søren Malling).  A similar scenario also occurs in the first season of The Bridge when an unusual piece of police collaboration is forged after a body is found on the Øresund Bridge that connects Denmark and Sweden.​[15]​  While DC Saga Norén (Sofia Helin) is a single, logical and socially awkward Swede, DC Martin Rohde (Kim Bodnia) is a married, warm and sensitive Dane.​[16]​  Consequently, the telling of the story becomes implicitly diachronic with the viewer not only encouraged to view the world through a number of different narrative levels, but through two contrasting narrative perspectives.​[17]​   
Understanding this narrative structure is crucial in uncovering the philosophy that lies at the heart of Nordic Noir.  In particular, it reveals an intensely complex and divided world which can only be healed through a combination of tolerance and co-operation.  We see such a morality tale unravel in The Bridge as its two detectives gradually begin to work together.  While Saga is a disaster at dealing with people, Martin is charming and a born diplomat.  While his laid-back approach may miss an important piece of evidence, she is obsessively analytical.  The moral of the story appears abundantly clear; everyone must work together for their mutual benefit, even two nations like Denmark and Sweden.​[18]​  In short, bridges have to be built.  It is a belief that hints at the interconnectedness of humanity, suggesting that no man is an island and that every individual action will influence the rest of a community.  This is suggested in its conclusion when it becomes clear how Martin’s own irresponsible actions actually motivated the central crime, revealing a universe where everything and everyone is implicitly linked.​[19]​ 
DR producer Sven Clausen refers to such a philosophy as ‘a theory of interdependence’ (cited by Redvall 2013b: 166) i.e. the notion that every individual action will inevitably influence the whole community.​[20]​  In particular, such ideas appear to reflect present anxieties concerning the Scandinavian loss of belief in the creation of a utopian society.  According to Kerstin Bergman, its troubled heroes ‘react both physically and mentally to the problems of society, and they are particularly, and most explicitly, disillusioned by the dissolving of the welfare state’ (2011: 35).  Thus, dramas like The Bridge and The Killing implicitly articulate an underlining fear that the power of the state has been subsumed by a global capitalism which believes that ‘there is no such thing as society’ (Thatcher 1987).  In contrast, these dramas implicitly reveal that society does exist and is made up of millions of individuals that are all intimately connected, a world where a single action can cause a never-ending series of ripples across a whole community.
  	It is not just Nordic Noir that appears to hint at such a theory.  Notice, for example, how large ensemble sagas like Lost (2004-10), Heroes (2006-10) and The Returned (2012 - ) often tend to single out one character for each episode, allowing their personal backstory to be developed while also revealing and explaining how that character and their actions currently influences the social and moral dynamics of their own particular community.  However, what makes Nordic Noir so distinctive is the sense of realism embedded in its very fabric.  None of the stories explicitly involve supernatural events to explain the interconnectedness of its different characters and storylines.  There is certainly no fantasy island, superheroes or paranormal occurrences here, just wet urban streets and sanitised public institutions.  As such, it reveals an aesthetic blending of social realism and film noir that is also at the very heart of its moral, political and philosophical critique. 

Larger Pictures
Nordic Noir can be defined by a rather slow and understated pace, the dialogue often sparse, monosyllabic and the lighting frequently muted.  While there is clearly action (it is, after all, part of the crime genre), its drama also allows for long moments of stillness and reflection.  As Vicky Frost puts it, ‘Silences hang.  People stare.  The light fades yet further.  Not everything is about exposition and moving the story on’ (2011).  For Steven Peacock, there are moments to be found in Wallander that are ‘more akin to the avant-garde Scandinavian experimentation on display in the films and many TV movies of Ingmar Bergman than the conventions of the TV detective genre’ (2011: 40).  Arguably, such techniques move television away from its sometimes slavish reliance on dialogue and towards a more visually orientated aesthetic as a whole.  According to actor Kenneth Branagh, it is ‘as much about images as about words’, the genre offering audiences ‘[…] the opportunity to watch other people thinking and feeling.  With Sarah Lund, we spend a lot of time watching her in repose, working it out.  The mood of the story, the time of day – in her case, night-time – has a weird, magnetic compulsion’ (cited by ibid).​[21]​   

Part of this temporal deceleration can be found in the length of the scenes, which tend to be much longer than we have come to expect from contemporary TV drama, allowing sufficient time for its various narrative levels to gradually develop.  In the very first episode of The Killing, for instance, it takes just over twenty-one minutes to establish its three-plot structure.  The ‘Crime-Story’ begins and takes up the first twelve minutes, Lund meeting Meyer and embarking on the case together.  The next nine minutes are then shared between the two other narrative levels, firstly the ‘Family-Plot’ which is then immediately followed by the ‘Political-Plot’.  Although each of these sequences involve a number of individual scenes, the relatively large amount of time devoted to each storyline allows them to be gradually established without the need to swing backwards and forwards between them.​[22]​  According to Sveistrup, ‘[…] you very seldom see only one scene with Sarah Lund; you mostly see two or three or four in a row.  The thought was to make it more cinematic.  In cinema you tell things in a sequence, not only in one scene’ (cited by Chipping 2012).  This sense of the cinematic is also important in terms of its visual ambition. ‘Typical television is just close-ups’, Sveistrup argues, ‘….Talking heads.  But I wanted to make it more epic – visually more epic.  Larger pictures.  Spaghetti Western stuff’ (cited by Patrick Kingley, 2012: 151).      
In this way, Nordic Noir stands out from the television ‘flow’ by appearing so different from other programmes.  In particular, it is the opposite of what John Caldwell (1995) refers to as ‘televisuality’, a contemporary aesthetic style typified by an increasingly faster narrative pace and a tendency towards visual and aural hyperactivity (3-11).  Amy Holdsworth has discovered a similar approach to television drama in the work of Stephen Poliakoff and his attempt to ‘slow television down’ (2006: 129):
Much of the action or inaction […] is characterised by this slowness.  There are numerous occasions where the characters are framed in stillness and silence […]. The dialogue and the score of the drama is similarly characterised by a slowness that is achieved via pauses and repetition.  All these elements contribute to this ‘slowing down’ effect.  However, it is a pace that never feels leisurely as the urgency of the narrative predicament is continually present, but effectively heightens the sense of anticipation and expectation, offering the viewer an alternatively compelling television experience that positions itself against the increasingly fast-paced dynamic of contemporary serial drama.

Such a mood is also reflected in the aural landscape of Nordic Noir.  Rather than swamping the soundscape with bursts of orchestral extravagance, the score also tends to be understated, offering an eerie and unsettling ‘pulse’ that gently punctuates the action.  There are moments when it clearly builds in momentum (as in the ‘ending montage’) but it generally tends to create a mood of eerie melancholy.  Similarly, the music over the closing credits is often unusually melodic for a crime thriller (perhaps another influence of Twin Peaks and its haunting and hypnotic theme tune composed by Angelo Badalamenti).  So, rather than attempting to create a soundtrack that builds drama and suspense, it is frequently melodic and ethereal, evoking a sense of quiet meditation.  The theme to The Bridge, for example, is ‘Hollow Talk’, its lyrics (‘Silence seizes a cluttered room/Light is shed not a breath too soon/Darkness rises in all you do’), perfectly capturing the show’s undercurrent of plaintive introspection.    
There is also a distinctive sense of place present in Nordic Noir, its portrayal of location and landscape implicitly reflecting its characters’ inner moods and feelings.  In Wallander (2005 - ), its central detective  (Krister Henriksson) is a man who drinks too much, rarely exercises, battles with depression and has few close friends.  Such a pessimistic and laconic mood is then metaphorically personified in the barren and remote landscape of his home town (it is set in Ystad, Scania near the southern tip of Sweden).  In this way, its surroundings and the relatively slow pace of the drama become a mirror image of the detective’s psychological state of mind (see McCorristine 2011: 81).  This is a theme, however, that has not always been understood by international remakes.  Barry Forshaw points out, for example, that while the location for the original Swedish series of Wallander was presented in a ‘flat naturalistic fashion with absolutely no attempt at importing extra aesthetic appeal’, its British reinvention (also shot in Ystad) tends to foreground the ‘intense beauty of the country, presenting it as waving fields of wheat, russet-coloured sunsets and so forth’ (2012: 6).  Such a contrast shows just how important the portrayal of setting is, revealing how the same location can be presented in different ways and for entirely different reasons.	
The significance of location can be clearly seen in The Killing.  The dark and gloomy shots of Copenhagen reflect not just the sombre and desolate mood of its gruesome murder, but also the personality and disposition of its central detective.  Indeed, Sarah Lund is a particularly mysterious figure who is given precious little backstory and remains consistently reserved and uncommunicative throughout.​[23]​  This sense of remoteness is then reflected in her surroundings, her brooding and contemplative mood mirrored in a landscape that also appears strangely cold, distant and isolated.  The understated colour pallet, the lingering long-shots, the floating camerawork and the quiet but unsettling soundtrack all combine to express the deep loneliness and isolation at the heart of her dysfunctional personality (see Povlsen 2011: 97 and Agger 2013).  This aesthetic style also hints at a ‘metaphysical’ subtext which underlines many of the drama’s philosophical concerns.  Such a claim is also best understood through Lund and her ‘uncanny’ connection to the case, set up in the first few minutes of the drama.  
The opening credit sequence of episode one shows the half-naked figure of Nanna (Julie R. Ølgaard) being pursued through dense woodland and waterways.  As it ends, so we see Lund suddenly wake up startled in bed, as if from a nightmare.  The cut, then, between the detective and the girl’s final moments implies an inexplicable association between them.  Although she is clearly uneasy about her move to Sweden with her fiancé, there is the subtle suggestion that her nightmare is also related to the girl.  In fact, her obsession with looking for her body long after Meyer assumes that the search is futile, suggests she has an almost ‘subliminal’ connection to the case.  This is further compounded when she unexpectedly spies children carrying fishing rods, the combination of an eerie musical leitmotif and her intense stare towards the location of the river suggesting that she intuitively knows where the body will be found.  Whatever way it is read, it seems that Lund’s move to Sweden is delayed for reasons that are not entirely rational and are suggestive of a deeper connection at work.​[24]​  




In contrast to the ‘diminutive size of the region’ (Arvas and Nestingen, 2011: 1), Nordic Noir has made a surprisingly large international impact on the global television scene.  The Killing ran for two seasons on American channel AMC and became hugely popular in Britain via BBC4 where both The Bridge and Wallander have similarly gained a large following (see Peacock 2012: 1-2).  Both The Killing and The Bridge have also been remade by American television (see The Killing [2011- ] and The Bridge [2013-]), while The Bridge was adapted by a British/French collaboration (entitled The Tunnel [2013- ]) and the British version of Wallander has been made by the BBC since 2008.  The genre has also inspired many other countries to imitate its formula.  There is, for example, a new breed of ‘Celtic Noir’, the Welsh based Y Gwyll/ Hinterland (S4C/BBC, 2013 - ) and the Scottish Shetland (BBC, 2013 - ), both set amongst eerie landscapes and grey foreboding skies that create a geographical and psychological terrain that is strangely Nordic in tone.​[25]​  Both also share a sombre and pensive atmosphere with their monochrome colour schemes and brooding rural scenery that attempt to expose the hidden worlds of their remote communities.   
Nowhere has Nordic Noir’s influence been more profound than in Broadchurch (ITV, 2013- ), an original British television drama written by Chris Chibnall and directed by James Strong and Euros Lyn.  According to actress Olivia Colman, the serial has a ‘stillness and quietness and bleakness, a sense of allowing you to work things out for yourself, which they picked up from Scandi drama’ (Williams 2013).  To appreciate how this was accomplished, it is important to first understand the three-plot narrative structure that it has clearly borrowed from the genre.  Firstly, there is a murder investigation which begins in the opening episode with the discovery of eleven-year-old Danny Latimer’s (Oskar McNamara) body on a local beach.  Secondly, there is a storyline concerning how the media cover the case.  Finally, there is the emotional soap opera of village life and the way that the crime and its investigation rip both the boy’s family and community apart.  It even borrows Nordic Noir’s ‘ending montage’ technique, a chance to revel briefly in the various unfolding narrative layers and wonder exactly how they will all finally come together.  
The series also possesses two diametrically opposed detectives at the centre of its police investigation.  Coming back from holiday laden with gifts for her colleagues, Detective Sergeant Ellie Miller (Oliva Colman) discovers that the promotion she was promised has been taken by a new arrival, Detective Inspector Alec Hardy (David Tennant).  This immediately sets them at loggerheads, further compounded by their vastly contrasting personalities.  Hardy is single and an outsider, a withdrawn, rather tetchy and no-nonsense policeman who has been assigned to this English outpost after being the subject of a scandal.  In stark contrast, Miller is married, warm-hearted and trusting, as well as a long-standing pillar of the community.  However, her decision-making is sometimes clouded because she is too emotionally involved with the case (her son was best friends with the murdered boy).  Meanwhile, Hardy’s outsider status and hard-edged attitude makes it difficult for him to gain people’s trust and find his way into the hidden corners of village life.  So, together, they make a formidable team: her closeness to the community enabling them to gain access to places and people he may have missed, while his distance from the community gives a much needed injection of objectivity.  
There is also a strong ‘philosophical layer’ added to the drama, enabling it to explore a number of moral and ethical concerns, particularly focusing its attention on the role of the media in a modern society.​[26]​  The local reporter is Olly Stevens (Jonathan Bailey), a young ambitious hack who will do anything to get a job on a large national newspaper, including unscrupulously squeezing information out of the police and uncovering partial facts that do irreparable damage.  He reveals, for instance, that Jack Marshall (David Bradley), owner of the local newsagent where Danny worked as a paperboy, was once jailed for sexually assaulting a minor.  However, it later turns out that he was actually imprisoned for having an affair with a fifteen-year-old girl, who he eventually married and had a son with (who tragically died in a car crash).  Unable to bare the terrible accusations and harassment that ensues, Jack eventually commits suicide by jumping off the same cliff where Danny’s body was found.  
With its towering and dramatic cliffs, its craggy and ragged terrain and its spectacular skies, the Dorset coastline also gives the serial a profound sense of place.  ‘The landscape had to feel present everywhere’, Chibnall has explained, ‘Even in the police station you get these big windows with all of that light’ (cited by Graham 2013).  The fact that Danny’s body is found on the beach also adds a creepy sense of irony to this generally dark crime narrative, the seemingly innocent little seaside town offering an unnerving juxtaposition to the horrors that lie just beneath its picture-postcard veneer.​[27]​  The slower length of its scenes, the long detached shots and the hypnotic and dreamy use of slow-motion also suggest a ‘slowing down’ of its narrative pace.  The ambient, minimal but haunting music of the series similarly reflects a meditative and eerie undertone.  Composed by Icelandic musician Ólafur Arnalds, its use of a string quartet, piano and electronics subtly evokes the gentle noise of the wind against the cliffs or the slow lapping of waves against the shore (see BBC America 2014).  
As one has come to expect, these are more than simply aesthetic flourishes for the sake of it.  In particular, there is an unsettling sense of déjà vu hidden deep within the narrative that also hints at metaphysical connotations.  Like The Killing, this is most strongly suggested in the opening few minutes of the drama, beginning with a glimpse of the central crime and a character abruptly waking up.  This time the murdered boy is seen standing precariously close to the edge of a cliff and his mother (Jodie Whittaker) suddenly sitting bolt-upright in bed.  It seems she has overslept because all the clocks in the house have mysteriously stopped.  Her husband Mark (Andrew Buchan) blames it on a fuse, but this cannot explain the wind-up alarm clock on their bedside table that has stopped at 3.20am.  It is later revealed that Danny was last spotted on a CCTV camera in the town at 3am, meaning that all the clocks may well have stopped at the precise moment of his death.  It is an eerie coincidence to immediately introduce to an otherwise realistic narrative universe, but it sets up a disturbing and uncanny undercurrent that is crucial to the drama’s overall themes.  
Like Nordic Noir, then, Broadchurch employs its complex narrative structure to reveal the hidden connections that are at play in society, but hints that those connections may sometimes work on a level beyond all human rationality.  As such, it implicitly suggests that we are all part of one universal brotherhood, connected in ways that we may never fully know or understand.  It is a philosophy that is hinted at in the first few seconds of the drama, the camera resting for a moment on a poster by the local church which reads: ‘Love Thy Neighbour As Thyself’.  It is a simple Christian message of respect and interconnectedness, but one that will resonate through the entire narrative.  Every community is, after all, a ‘broad church’ and it must learn to accept, understand and eventually forgive all of its diverse and often fallible inhabitants if it is to survive (a sentiment echoed by the vicar’s final request to his congregation that they should pardon Danny’s murderer).  According to Chibnall, ‘There’s this false belief that we don’t know our neighbours, but that’s just not true.  I don’t buy the idea that technology is distancing us from each other.  People still live in quite a traditional way, we are all connected.  That’s what Broadchurch is about’ (cited by Graham 2013). 
When the killer of Danny is finally revealed as Miller’s own husband (Matthew Gravelle), her faith in everything she once believed in is shattered.  ‘People are unknowable’, Hardy tells her, ‘you can never really know what goes on inside someone else’s heart’ (episode 8).  This is also one of the major themes behind The Fall (2013 - ), a drama set in Belfast that seems to have borrowed many of the techniques of Nordic Noir and applied its melancholic undertones to a city which still carries the open wounds of its past.  Stella Gibson (Gillian Anderson) is brought in from London to investigate a murder case after the local police force fail to make any progress.  In doing so, she is forced to work alongside Assistant Chief Constable Jim Burns (John Lynch), a difficult professional relationship which is made all the more problematic because of their own complicated romantic history.  Suitably perhaps, the mood is often reflective and the scenes more measured and unhurried than we might have come to expect from the contemporary crime thriller.  Being driven from the airport in episode one, we are shown the city through Stella’s eyes as she watches from the backseat of a chauffeured driven car, the poignant political murals and the grand but now derelict buildings simply accompanied by a sorrowful solo piano.  
The opening of the first episode informs us a great deal about the overall mood and the theme of the drama as a whole.  The first three minutes and fifty seconds are conducted entirely in silence, beginning with Gibson alone at home in London carefully getting ready for her trip to Belfast.  Removing a face mask with a flannel in the bathroom, she looks in the mirror and fully reveals herself to the camera for the first time.  This scene is then intercut with Paul Spector (Jamie Dornan) breaking into a women’s home and taking a slow, ominous look around her property.  His head covered in a black balaclava, he switches an overhead light on in the bathroom, looks in the mirror and slowly reveals his face to the audience.  This, then, is no normal whodunit.  Not only is the killer revealed in the first few minutes but action and suspense is instantly replaced with silence, solitude and reflection.  Furthermore, it turns out that Spector is an unlikely serial killer, a handsome, happily married bereavement counsellor who appears devoted to his two young children.  In this way, its enigmatic and contemplative tone perfectly captures its philosophical and political subtext.  Perhaps hinted at in the early revelation of both faces in a mirror, it appears to carefully craft a meditation on the nature of identity, examining the many ‘masks’ we all wear and exploring the hidden and sometimes dangerous spaces that exist between our public and private selves.  
A similarly sombre and meditative mood can be sensed in True Detective (2014- ).  Written by Nic Pizzolatto and directed by Cary Fukunaga, it revolves around two diametrically opposed detectives, a partnership so volatile that it eventually erupts into violence.  While Marty Hart (Woody Harrelson) is a tough, down-to-earth married local cop, Rust Chole (Matthew McConaughey) is a haunted, troubled, pessimistic and single outsider.  Not just representing two contrasting approaches to policing, they also seem to embody different aspects of American culture.  For Marian St. Laurent, ‘Marty represents the dying middle class’, while ‘Rust is his nocturnal opposite, a symbol of the deterioration and chaos of post-collapse America’ (2014).  Its story is told partly in flashback, the two detectives interviewed in the present-day by police about an earlier murder investigation they conducted in the mid-1990s.​[28]​  This means that an already intricate mystery is made increasingly complicated by the two separate accounts given by its two unreliable narrators.  Such a structure certainly allows for a strong ‘philosophical’ layer to gradually emerge, its central enigma only acting as a catalyst that generates all manner of metaphysical discussions.  Like Broadchurch and The Fall, it strips society of its respectable veneer and allows the narrative to delve deep into its dark and dangerous underbelly.  
True Detective is also leisurely, expansive and often contemplative in tone.  ‘With no hurry to get to the end’, wrote Robert Lloyd, ’there is time for slow, detailed storytelling with lots of room for conversation and for silence’ (2014).  At the start of the first episode, for example, we are shown an extreme close-up of a video camera and then the words ‘REC’ in red, a static head and shoulders shot quietly relaying their memories as they each talk separately into the lens.  Defying the order not to smoke, Rust takes a long and intense drag on a Camel cigarette before beginning, indicating to his interviewers (and the audience at home) that he will tell the story in his own meandering manner.  ‘The less he moves, and the more softly he speaks’, Alan Sepinwall observes, ‘the more powerful and troubling the performance becomes […]’ (2014).  Long conversations between the two cops also fill much of the screen time, Marty slowly and carefully trying to figure out his strange, edgy and enigmatic partner.  Tellingly, there is a six-minute uninterrupted tracking-shot at the end of Episode Four which involves Rust raiding a drugs den while undercover.  It is cinematic in its ambition, the visual virtuosity of the spectacle requiring little dialogue or story exposition, just one long continuous take that grants the audience the time to fully wallow in the sheer horror of this desperate and broken world.

The landscape of the drama also seems to echo the bleak, desolate and barren lives of its characters, our two detectives continually travelling through ‘piquant scenes of rural degradation’ (Nussbaum 2014).  Louisiana’s post-Katrina coastal geography is often shot from above, revealing a terrain that seems as dry, arid and tortured as Rust’s slow Texan drawl.  There is action, but the overriding mood is of a sombre and quiet desperation.  ‘Immersive and dramatic aerial shots of the Louisiana bayou are a counterpoint to the heady, philosophical dialectic between Marty and Rust’, writes St. Laurent.  ‘The borderline between the suburbs and the swamp highlights how fine the line is between civilization and wilderness, directing our attention toward the point at which domesticity ends and ferality begins’ (2014).  As in Nordic Noir, then, the landscape reflects the gloomy prevailing mood of the story and its unsettling themes.  At the end of season one, Rust describes life as a universal fight between light and dark.  Based on the night sky, Marty notes that the dark has much more territory.  To which his partner replies, ‘Once there was only dark.  You ask me, the light’s winning’ (episode 8).






Writing of True Detective, Robert Lloyd praised its format, arguing that we are ‘seeing the return of the miniseries, reborn out of the seasonal long arc of the 8-to-13-hour dramatic serial’ (2014).  In contrast to the continuous series, the miniseries has a clearly defined beginning, middle and end.  While it may well possess more than one season, each one will conclude with a finalè which brings that particular story to a satisfactory conclusion (see Creeber 2004: 7-12).​[29]​  That rarely happened in a show like The Sopranos (1999-2007) where its only conclusion came at the end of the final sixth season (which some critics felt was less than satisfying [see Zeller-Jacques 2014]).  Endings are important because they allow a drama to make a final statement, to wrap up loose ends, offer some kind of closure and perhaps even hint at a moral conclusion (as in Rust and Marty’s closing conversation).  They also invest all the proceeding episodes with retrospective meaning, allowing its complex trail to finally come to a conclusion, answering many (if not all) of the questions the story initially posed.  This is one of the reasons why this new breed of miniseries is so popular, its structure encouraging its audience to invest in an often rich and complex narrative arc, a process that is undertaken in the safe knowledge that they will eventually be rewarded.  After some twenty or more episodes, it is what the contemporary television viewer now increasingly demands and deserves.       
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^1	  The influence of the British Golden Age of crime writers might explain the popularity of a series like Midsommer Murders (1997- ) in Scandinavia and the genre’s interest in female detectives.  Meanwhile, it association with the hard-boiled detective may also suggest its connection with film noir. 
^2	  Its original title in Swedish was Män som hatar kvinnor , literally translated as, ‘Men who Hate Women’.  At one point, its female protagonist sodomizes an abuser with an anal plug and tattoos the words,’I AM A SADISTIC PIG, A PERVERT, AND A RAPIST’ on his abdomen.  
^3	  I will not be examining Borgen (2010 - ) because it is a political drama and does not come under the heading of Nordic Noir, although in terms of its narrative structure and aesthetic style there are clearly similarities.
^4	  There is only one chapter devoted to film and TV in Forshaw’s book, the same is also true of his 2013 publication on the same subject.  While Peacock takes a more thematic approach to the drama, the attention is still primarily centred on literature.
^5	  Also see Gunhild Agger (2012b).
^6	  DR originally stood for ‘Danmarks Radio’ (which was the organization's name until 1996) and is now most commonly translated as the ‘Danish Broadcasting Corporation’.  Redvall’s (2013b) focus on Danish television drama means that her monograph includes only two brief references to the Swedish made Wallander.  
^7	  With the possible exception of Pia Majbritt Jensen and Anne Marit Waade (2013), who argue that Nordic Noir’s settings, landscapes, light and language become promotional tools when marketing the productions internationally.
^8	  Dogme 95 was an avant-garde filmmaking movement started in 1995 by the Danish directors Lars von Trier and Thomas Vinterberg who wrote its manifesto.
^9	  The aesthetic influence of Twin Peaks on the medium has been profound, one of the first TV series to have an air of cinematic sophistication, it arguably heralded the arrival of the sort of ‘quality’ TV drama now associated with HBO and the ‘HBO effect’ (see Marc Leverette et al. 2007).
^10	  The murderer of Laura Palmer eventually turned out to be ‘Killer Bob’, not a real person but a demonic entity who had temporarily possessed her father.  You can, however, see its influence in The Killing.  Not only is its murder victim strangely reminiscent of Laura Palmer, but the storyline surrounding her school and school-friends is eerily familiar (even stealing the technique of a mother desperately listening down the phone as her husband receives news of their daughter’s death).  
^11	  In this respect, it draws strong similarities with The Wire (HBO, 2002-8), an American crime drama set and produced in and around Baltimore which uses each of it seasons to introduce a different ethical concern of the city (see Jonathan Nichols-Pethick 2012: 173-81).  It also shares similarities with Edge of Darkness (1985) whose complex mixture of crime drama, political thriller and mythical quest meant that it worked on a number of moral, political and philosophical levels (see Lez Cooke 2007: 153-68).  Interestingly, Kennedy Martin had strong ties with Danish television, being invited over in the 1980s to hold television workshops for its writers (see Redvall 2013: 87).        
^12	  This was an idea apparently adapted from 24 (see Redvall 2013: 174).
^13	  You could say this isn’t true of Wallander, but there is his constant struggle with his daughter who is also a police officer, although of much junior rank.
^14	  In The X Files, the two contrasting detectives were Fox Mulder (David Duchovny), a passionate believer and Dana Scully (Gillian Anderson), a scientific sceptic. 
^15	  The bridge connects Denmark and Sweden.  To make matters more confusing the body is made up of two people, the torso is Swedish and the lower half is Danish.
^16	  Popular opinion is that Saga has Asperger's syndrome, although this has never been confirmed by the show’s makers.
^17	  Double-Storytelling has also been translated as ‘double-dimension narrating’, a translation that perhaps better conveys this diachronic intention (see Redvall 2013: 210).
^18	  From 1448 to 1790 the two kingdoms were almost always at war, while today there still exists an inherited cultural competition between the two countries.
^19	  Their trail eventually leads them to a Danish policeman and former close friend of Martin's who is seeking revenge after discovering his colleague’s affair with his late wife.
^20	  It seems that Sveistrup was particularly interested in ‘the butterfly effect’ (see Redvall 2013: 166), a concept originally coined by Edward Lorenz that is derived from the theoretical example of a hurricane being dependent on whether or not a distant butterfly had flapped its wings several weeks earlier (see Lorenz 2001).  Put crudely, it argues that a single occurrence, no matter how small, can change the course of the universe.  
^21	  Branagh plays Kirk Wallander in its British re-make (Wallander [2008 - ]).
^22	  ‘Handling a number of stories in this flexi-narrative form’, Robin Nelson argues, ‘generates a high level of intensity since, once the strands of the narrative are established, it is possible to cut to the high points in the action of each, thus keeping up […] the dramatic temperature’ (1997: 38).
^23	  In contrast, the American version of The Killing has been criticised for giving its female lead too much backstory and thereby losing much of its overall sense mystery (see Redvall 2013: 175).
^24	  Like The Bridge, there seems to be an unconscious struggle between Sweden and Denmark taking place in The Killing, as if Denmark itself will not let Lund go.  
^25	  Y Gwyll/Hinterland was made in English and Welsh and was shown both on BBC and S4C.  Such were its comparisons to Nordic Noir that DR quickly bought it and has become popular elsewhere in Europe (see Sion Morgan 2014).
^26	  A particularly pertinent issue in Britain due to the recent accusations of phone hacking and the improper conduct of journalists at the time it was first broadcast (see Nick Davies 2014).
^27	  Another influence of Twin Peaks perhaps, as Laura Palmer is also found dead on a beach in the opening episode.  It also has strong similarities with Mayday (2013), another recent Nordic Noir inspired drama that uncovers a sinister world beneath an apparently village idyll.
^28	  There are pronounced resemblances between True Detective and The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo.  Both involve a bleak view of humanity, a number of ritualistic killings and a rural setting with a troubled history (Sweden with its Nazi connections and Louisiana with its slavery past).
^29	  Interestingly, critics have argued that True Detective lost out to Breaking Bad (2008-13) in the 2014 Emmys because it was put in the ‘Drama Series’ section rather than the ‘Miniseries’ (see Ben Travers 2014).  This just shows how tenuous these categories are.  However, as a self-contained series, I would argue that it is clearly more of a miniseries or serial than a drama series.
